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February, 1940.

The Maginot Line.

Cradling his tommy gun, Officer Taggart hides in the snow that lies a meter and a half deep over Eastern
France and Western Germany.

Slowly he and his men advance across the frozen frontier.

In the snowy plains, the enemy is hidden. Any clear advance would lead them into a trap.

The enemy must be outwitted.

They must be hunted.

At home, the press called it ‘The Phoney War’.

But as they lay waiting, Taggart and know there is nothing phony about this conflict.

His men are destined for action.

They are the Commandos, embarking on the first in a series of raids that began after the withdrawal of the
British Expeditionary Force from France.

Their target: Texel, an island off of the Dutch coast.

The enemy is using the bay as a base for planting mines along the coast of English territories.

The Commandos must infiltrate the garrison, armed by Luftwaffe personnel.

From the harsh conditions of the snowbound Maginot Line to the stormy Dutch coast, ‘The Steel Fist’ is a
fast-paced military thriller that abounds in action and historical detail.

'A thrilling page turner.' - Tom Kasey, best-selling author of 'Trade Off'.

Born in India and educated at St Paul's, Richard Townshend Bickers volunteered for the RAF on the
outbreak of war and served as a regular officer until 1957. He has lived in many countries, travelled all over
the world, and speaks and writes nine European and four oriental languages.

Endeavour Press is the UK's leading independent publisher of digital books.
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Williams:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the particular
information inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based
on what kind of reserve you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want
really feel happy read one together with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Often the The Steel
Fist is kind of publication which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

James Hutchinson:

The book The Steel Fist will bring that you the new experience of reading a book. The author style to explain
the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to study, this book very suited to you. The book The
Steel Fist is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book from official web site, so you
can more readily to read the book.

Modesto Delarosa:

The reason? Because this The Steel Fist is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret this inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic
author who write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to understand, entertaining
way but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating having this anymore
or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of gains than the other book get such as help
improving your proficiency and your critical thinking way. So , still want to delay having that book? If I
were you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Kirsten Ferguson:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your preferred book? Or your book has been rare?
Why so many problem for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but novel and The Steel Fist or others sources were given understanding
for you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel want to read more and more. Science book was
created for teacher as well as students especially. Those publications are helping them to add their
knowledge. In some other case, beside science guide, any other book likes The Steel Fist to make your spare
time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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